
HOT SMOKED SALMON RILLETTE
Our scale is slightly smaller than Chapel Down but our quest is 
similar; to perfect our own smoking method. Another national 

treasure, Salmon is Britain’s second largest food and drink export, 
and ours is from the cool waters of Scotland. We’ve evolved our 

technique by exploring a combination of curing processes, drying 
times, temperatures and wood varieties and we think we’ve got the 

delicate flavour and texture just right.

CHAPEL DOWN BRUT NV - England
An exceptional vineyard in the South East of England with a valiant 
commitment to perfect their Traditional Method of sparkling wines. 
Served by 10 Downing Street amongst other British institutions, it’s 

a national treasure we are proud to serve, Its vibrant yet delicate 
flavour is the ideal accompaniment to our home smoked salmon.

SALT DUCK BREAST, PICKLED BEETROOT, 
DUCK EGG DRESSING

The much anticipated result of a lengthy process, this bold British 
meat has been cured in a salt and herb rub and is accompanied by 

beetroot harvested in October and pickled in our kitchen for the 
last couple of months. Being waterfowl, duck has a layer of heat 
insulating fat which enriches the flavour and succulent texture. 

CHÂTEAU PEYREBLANQUE GRAVES 2012  - Bordeuax, France
Our favourite wine from our Rare Collection, this full-bodied  

red has been aged for 15 months in oak barrels and is limited  
to 30,000 bottles. Château Peyreblanque is an enclosed property 

of 8 hectares located on the highest plateau in the commune 
of Budos. The vineyard has been in existence since the 1870s. 

Consisting of 70% Cabernet Sauvignon and 30% Merlot,  
its supple attack on the palate offers soft tannins and a  

fruity finish. The ultimate accompaniment to our delicate  
yet flavoursome Chateaubriand.

NEW YEAR’S EVE 2017 - A JOURNEY OF BRITISH FLAVOURS
£60 per person without drinks pairing - £90 per person with drinks pairing

- with -

CHAPEL DOWN UNION RED - England
Ahh ... the English vineyards’ biggest challenge, to make a decent red. 
Although we don’t have the climate to ripen most varieties, Pinot Noir 

is the exception; it likes our weather and soil. Chapel Down’s Union 
Red is a blend of Rondo and Pinot Noir that produces attractive 

and refreshing cherry and strawberry flavours and is the only British 
red we have found that stacks up to continental producers. The low 

tannins in this wine make it an ideal accompaniment to duck dishes.

- with -

CORNISH COD, CAULIFLOWER PUREE,  
ROASTED ARTICHOKE, SPICED MUSSELS

Cod sustainability is in a much better position than it was a few 
years ago but still should be deemed a special treat.  

This native flakey white fish holds its own against the bold flavours 
of this dish. Mussels are the perfect bait for cod, a symbiotic 

relationship on a plate.

CHAPEL DOWN BACCHUS - ENGLAND
Made from 100% Bacchus, a variety that ripens well in our climate 

and is becoming regarded as the still wine varietal of England.  
This vine produces fruit with ripe, fruity flavours and a refreshing 
crisp acidity level which is the sommeliers equivalent to a dash  

of lemon on the cod, The 2016 vintage was warm and dry giving 
fruit of exceptional quality. 

- with -

- with -

WHISKEY AGITATE
Britain’s number one food and drink export, Whiskey is the ‘water of life’, or so the monks said that historically distilled it in the 1400s in Scotland 

for medicinal purposes. Well in 2017 we are classing it as a retoxing liquor in preparation for our final course.

TRIPLE CHOCOLATE SLICE, PISTACHIO ICE CREAM, CHOCOLATE SOIL
An intricate dessert that we have been perfecting over the last few months to great acclaim. Delicate layers of chocolate in a variety of forms set by 

hand and paired with a subtly fragrant and textured pistachio ice cream.

Before ordering, please speak to our staff if you have a food allergy or intolerance. A discretionary service charge of 12.5 % will be added to your bill. All prices are inclusive of VAT.

VODKA WAVE
Cleanse your palate with a cool citrus wash of English vodka, lemon and an aromatic tea syrup

A PROUD MOMENT

LET’S GET STARTED

FROM OUR SHORES

ROAMING THE LAND

RETOX

32 DAY DRY AGED CHATEAUBRIAND, CHATEAUX POTATOES, 
TRUFFLED CELERIAC PUREE, BABY CARROTS, THYME JUS

Our declaration for our love of steak ... the prized cut of the fillet. 
Already deliciously soft and tender. this beef is made even more 

indulgent by the dry aging process that started in late November. 
The flavours have intensified with the moisture evaporation and the 
natural enzymes have broken down the muscle tissue to make the 
texture even more delicate. From a grass fed and free range herd 
in Yorkshire, the unparalleled reputation of the Aberdeen Angus 

breed’s rich flavour is a result of the marbling that evenly runs 
through the meat.


